
Award-Winning: Named
Microsoft Security Partner of
the Year 2022.
Proven Track Record:
Successful implementations
with large and medium-sized
companies in Singapore and
the region.
Elite Membership: Proud
member of Microsoft's
Intelligent Security
Association, alongside top
global cybersecurity partners.
Specializations:

Identity & Access
Management
Threat Protection
Information Protection &
Governance

       A cybersecurity company and
       Microsoft Solutions Partner in
       Southeast Asia.

       With these advanced
       specializations and our 
       partnership with Microsoft,
       Kloudynet stands as a trusted
       ally against cybersecurity
       threats for businesses in
       Southeast Asia and beyond.

Kloudynet's Solution:
Enter Kloudynet, your key to unlocking seamless integration with
KloudIdentity! Our solution serves as the bridge between your HR
Solution and Entra ID, empowered by the wizardry of API-Driven
technology. We understand the complexity of this task and offer a
straightforward solution. Bring your HR system to us, and we'll
transform it into a fully Entra ID-ready component.
But our capabilities extend beyond mere compatibility. We
supercharge your Entra ID experience by seamlessly connecting it
with any application using our SCIM Gateway. Whether your
applications are native or custom, Kloudynet has you covered. We
simplify integration, taking the complexity out of the equation, and in
doing so, we elevate productivity across your organization. With
Kloudynet, you can confidently navigate the integration landscape,
knowing that your HR Solution and Entra ID will work harmoniously,
streamlining processes, and ensuring security and compliance every
step of the way. Say goodbye to integration challenges; embrace a
future where technology works seamlessly for you.

Challenge:
Integrating HR Solutions and custom applications with Entra ID (formerly
Azure AD) can be complex, especially when native integrations are lacking.
Handling diverse data sources like Flat files, CSV files, and SQL staging
tables requires a flexible approach. Additionally, ensuring smooth
provisioning and deprovisioning for applications not natively supported by
Entra ID poses a significant challenge.

KloudIdentity
Entra ID is now IAM & IGA ready!

sales@kloudynet.com

www.kloudynet.com


